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Getting your gym layout right is key to meeting the needs of your different customers, says Rory McGown, founder
of GYMetrix. Here are the most common pitfalls to avoid.

Gym set-up – six faux pas
1. Relying on suppliers to determine your
layout
There is an assumption among
health and fitness operators that
equipment suppliers have an innate
knowledge of exactly what kit,
and in what quantities, facilities
require. Having measured customer
satisfaction and usage of equipment
in gyms in the UK, Europe and the
US, I can tell you that they don’t,
and there is a tendency to fill
spaces with more expensive cardio
equipment than is needed, and
undersupplying stretching mat areas.
Using Equipment Heatmaps we have
been able to see what works and
what doesn’t, and how and where
to position equipment to please all
customer groups and to ensure you
don’t alienate users.
2. Functional rigs taking central stage
If you want to increase usage of your
functional rig, don’t place it in the
middle of the gym floor. The majority
of members are still learning how to
use functional equipment and are
not confident about working out with
it. The last thing they want to do is
perform in front of the rest of the
club and, in their mind, risk looking
foolish while other members are
watching them. Gyms that position
their functional rigs around the edge
of the gym appear to have a better
adoption of the kit. People like to be
entertained in gyms; they don’t like to
be the entertainment.
3. Crowding out females
There is growing demand for free
weights among both male and female
users. Most of the gyms that I come

across fail to dedicate enough space
to free weights resulting in maledominated environments where
female users feel uncomfortable.
Solve the problem by creating one
main area with a full selection of
weights for the big guys who want to
do some heavy lifting. Supplement
this with a series of smaller spaces
around the gym housing light and
medium weights. Ensure the medium
free weights area offers dumbbells up
to at least 18kg (not just up to 10kgs)
and has a good number of benches.
In the lighter free weight spaces,
limit the number of weights plates
in items like squat racks to prevent
the big boys from migrating to the
lighter weight areas and crowding out
females.
4. Inadequate mat space
Our studies reveal that mat areas

for stretching are consistently too
small (perhaps because there is little
money to be made selling mats).
Operators absolutely need to provide
more matted areas for stretching and
general exercise. Customers want
to perform their exercises on large,
soft mats – our surveys show that the
thin ones are very unpopular. And
please don’t locate them next to the
entrance, walk ways or the maledominated areas of the club. Female
customers don’t want to feel that they
are being looked at while they are
stretching.
5. Lines of sight
Be aware of the lines of sight in the
club and who has a view of who.
We know that women don’t have a
problem sharing gym spaces with
men, but they do have a problem
being looked at when they are

working out. The person with the
view is the person with the power, so
give women a view over the men and
not the other way around. Give some
thought to where you place each
item of kit. For example, abductor
and adductors don’t need to face the
free weights area, but it’s amazing
how often they do. Power Plates are
extremely sensitive to their location.
Predominately used by women, the
more discrete their location, the
higher their usage. Ensure women
can use Powerplates with their back
facing the wall so they have a view
of the room in front of them. They
are much less likely to use the kit if
they have to face wall giving the rest
of the gym a view of their vibrating
derriere. Designing a female-friendly
environment will give women a view
of the equipment most used by men,
while the reverse is true with a more
male-friendly gym design and layout.
Choose what’s best for your users.
6. Mirrors
In the majority of cases our surveys
are picking up requests for more
mirrors, however there are also many
customers who dislike mirrors, there
is no one size fits all here. Certainly
in free weights areas there is a
demand for more mirrors but also
in stretching areas. However we do
not recommend covering the gym in
mirrors, also cater to the customers
that do not like them, by having
certain areas without mirrors so the
customers that do not like to see
themselves working out can use these
areas.
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